Report: Deck Leveler Ultimate Load Testing

Introduction
PGT Global Inc. (PGT, the client) is developing a product for leveling decks
that can be adjusted from above (as opposed to current products that require
adjustment from below the deck). PGT was interested in determining the
ultimate load that their product is capable of. They contracted us to perform
a load test on their product to determine ultimate load, and provide a load vs.
displacement graph.
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Figure 2: Fixture Hole Plate

Figure 3: Test Set-up

We loaded the top plate (with nut) to determine the ultimate load of the top
deck leveler assembly. The top plate was evenly loaded over the entire
surface using a thick steel plate fixture, with exception of a 1.5” square hole in
the middle (Figure 2) to accommodate the threaded bolt as would be required
in real usage. Steel fixtures were used so that fixture deformation would be
minimized for the test.
The bottom plate was placed on a flat plate held in the bottom jaws of our
MTS 880 force machine. The loading fixture was compressed at a rate of 2
mm/min until failure occurred. Load and displacement (of the force machine
cross head) data was recorded during the test.
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Results
The top deck leveler provided was tested as per the procedure. The test was stopped
when the top plate started bending sideways and had the potential to be ejected from
the test frame and fixture.
After the test, the top deck leveler was examined. The top plate had started to bend
downward due to the compressive load and was shearing the plate around the nut as
is shown in Figure 4. The peak load achieved was 30,095 lbf before the test was
stopped. The threaded bolt and nut were still fully functional post testing.
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Figure 4: Top Plate - Post Test
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